Sports Vision Training

Binovi for Basketball

Sports
Performance

Progress in the field of athletic performance has been swift and wideranging, especially in recent years, with focuses on key aspects of
an athlete’s health. Covering everything from basic body movement
and mechanics, to effective and advantageous nutrition, the sports
performance industry has flourished. Continued improvements in these
fields has even gone beyond pure performance, and has bled into injury
recovery and even outreach and awareness programs focused on elite
athletes with underlying medical conditions.
Future gains, however, could be few and far between. While the growth
of this topic has been rapid, the changes seen more recently have been
less revolutionary, and more evolutionary, with a focus on perfecting and
personalizing specific sports performance training regimens. So, what’s next
in athletic performance? What will be the next breakthrough field?
We’ve done almost everything we can for the body, but there’s little being
done to develop and hone the brain: the nerve center of everything the body
does has been, insofar, largely neglected. The next frontier, then, is changing
the way we not only act in the game, but how we think about the game. Or
rather, how we see it: up to 80% of the processing power of our brains is
devoted —or at least in part affected by— our vision. And it’s that vision that
has a huge effect on our bodies from the way we perceive ourselves in space,
to the way we move, to reaction to stimulus. With neuro-visual testing,
training, and in the case of injury, rehabilitation, we’re set to see a new realm
of performance gains that can be seen in the game, and felt in the rest of life.
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Specialized Training

Sports Vision in
Basketball
Basketball is a very dynamic sport, with athletes moving
at a high rate of speed and in dizzying directions.
Players must track not only their own position and that of their teammates and
opponents, but the ball itself, the referees, and items outside the playing surface,
like coaches or the clock. To be effective, players must be able to do all this as if
by instinct; failing to do so can mean the difference between a basket, a game,
and potentially a career.
By training the eyes and brain together with the body, athletes can improve the
way they see the game, improve their brain’s processing of what’s happening, and
improve how they react —both mentally and physically— to the situation at hand.

To be effective, players must be able to do all this as if by instinct;
failing to do so can mean the difference between a basket, a game,
and potentially a career.
For players looking to put up the absolute best performance, there are a number
of key vision skills that play into their perception, processing, and reaction.

Point Guard

Point guards run the court, and keeping track of all the moving pieces
is key. For that reason, their visual skillset is the most varied, and often
the one most subject to scrutiny. The point position hinges on good
peripheral vision, tracking, anticipation, and recognition, each acting
together to read the play.

Shooting Guard / Wing

For a shooting guard, scoring from distance is key. Key to this is the ability
to judge distance accurately, and move their body accordingly, all the while
keeping their peripheral vision open for blocks and interceptions.

Forward

Forwards have to be versatile and flexible. Key vision skills here
involve good eye movements, object tracking, peripheral vision and
awareness, and reaction time.

Center

For the center, it’s all about keeping a head up and eyes open to
either make or receive a pass with a teammate. Integral to that are
peripheral vision, recognition speed, anticipation, and convergence.
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Key Vision Skills
In basketball, having superior visual skills can give players a real advantage. Improving
key vision skills is the next step in improving human performance, one that can have
broad impacts both on and off the court.
Concentration/Focus

Eye Fatigue and Performance Levels

Accommodation and Convergence

Fixation Ability

Maintaining a high level of concentration and focus
in a fast paced, action-filled game like basketball is
essential in order to deliver a great performance. A
slight lapse in concentration can lead to turnovers,
missing easy lay-ups and free throws, or being beaten
to the basket by another player.

Accommodative skills allow an athlete to keep objects
in focus as well as quickly change focus during the
game. Basketball players must be able to change
focus instantaneously as the ball comes toward
them or is thrown away from them. Quick, accurate
saccades are key to track other players and the ball.

Anticipation Timing

Perfect timing is essential. A player must anticipate
exactly when to catch a pass, when to go for a rebound
or intercept a pass, and when to jump for a block.

Depth Perception

The ability to quickly and accurately judge the
distances —from the teammates, opponents, the
basket, the ball, and the boundary lines— is vital.
Depth perception has a critical impact shooting power
and accuracy, passing, and blocking.

Dynamic Visual Acuity

Sharp dynamic visual acuity is extremely important for a
sport like basketball, since both the athletes and the ball
are in constant motion. Players must be able to react
quickly to visual stimuli that are constantly changing.
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Since basketball is a very fatiguing sport that requires
a lot of running and jumping, eye ‘fitness’ is very
important. A player who has limited visual endurance
may find that he or she performs better early on in
the game but is unable to sustain the visual demands
required for peak performance as the game goes on.

Fixation is critical to accurately shoot at the desired
target. Players must focus quickly on the rim or bankpoint on the backboard and then execute the shot and
follow through by retaining fixation on the spot after
the shot is released.

Peripheral Vision/Awareness

Utilizing the full visual field to be aware of one’s
surroundings, the movement of other players,
and changes on the court is an essential skill for a
basketball player on both sides of the ball. Tracking
teammates —and a pick-off— while dribbling and
moving is difficult, but important.

Speed and Span of Recognition

It is vital to recognize the opportunity for certain play
development as quickly as possible. Players only
have fractions of a second to get a shot off, to make a
pinpoint pass in traffic situations, to block a shot or to
recognize a certain offensive or defensive set up.

Visual Reaction Speed

Since basketball is such a fast-moving sport, players
have to be able to react to any situation that rises as
quickly as possible. If your reactions are automatic, it
will help with both interceptions and rebounds.
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Improving Vision Skills
Binovi’s Special Advisor in Elite Athlete Development for team sports Peter Gaskill
sat down with Jarrett Sutton to discuss how players can work on and improve their
game through their vision.
What is the most important
key vision skill for a player
to develop?

There are multiple key vision skills a player needs to always be working on in their development.
Trusting your vision leads to quicker and more decisive decisions, whether that’s in front of you or
away from you. These skills come over time with constant repetition. With more reps your mind
adjusts and the game will slow down, it becomes more natural. A key vision skill can depend on your
position too. For a point guard, it’s the lead pass ahead, or finding a cutter or spot up shooter when
pressured. For a big man, it’s recognizing a double team is coming, or being able to see a weak side
drive to rotate and protect the rim defensively. These are read and react type of situations that stem
from reps. Your mind makes more decisive decisions to see a play, a read, or a counter when your
vision processes these decisions more quickly.

What key vision skills do you
look for when evaluating a
player for the next level?

In evaluating a player, many traits and skills stem from vision. Things like IQ, decision making,
having a feel for the game, and being able to make the right play is so important in an evaluation.
Being a great player means being a complete player. Your strengths as a player, as an offensive and
defensive player, come from having vision. That vision leads to processing information at a faster
rate. You can tell when a player has an edge in processing information quickly, it’s natural and they
have an attention to detail that allows them to flourish in high leverage situations. What they see
allows them to make quick decisions, also refereed to as motor skills. Talent is one thing, but so
many other traits are needed in becoming a complete player.

Do you think vision /
recognition skills can be
further developed or are
they are what they are?

Vision and recognition skills are always being developed, at every level, at any age. Hand eye
coordination and visualization is a huge part of the game, more importantly it’s a huge part of the
skill development process of a player. When I think of player development it encompasses three
levels, the on floor skills training, the strength and conditioning training, and also the mental and
intelligence development of a player. Each of these can always be improved with proper training
and consistent repetition. None of these get mastered over night. It takes a commitment, and a
willingness, to build habits in which all of these areas are constantly being worked on. Even at the
pro level, all of these areas are being worked on constantly. That’s the craft, it’s part of it. Growth
and improvement begin in the details of the work.

Jarrett played at the University of Missouri (’08-’12) and was the Basketball Operations
Coordinator for the G-League Santa Cruz Warriors before moving on to join the SEC
Network broadcast team, and consulting for both the Minnesota Timberwolves and
Brooklyn Nets. He is currently a regional scout for the New Orleans Pelicans.
Follow Jarrett on Twitter @JarretTSutton
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The Vision of Shooting
The old adage about the NBA is that it is a “make or miss league.” Which is true in a
lot of respects, when you boil everything down: success in the NBA ultimately comes
down to making shots.
Good shooting comes in many different forms, and while there is
an underlying set of concrete fundamentals that all shooters must
have, how they implement them can vary. All players must build the
proper foundation by having perfect feet set under the shoulders for
alignment and stability, catch the ball with hands big, fingers spread
wide, and their middle finger in the middle of the ball. It is also critical
to extend out their elbow above their eyes to get the ball on a proper
arch to be able to use the whole rim. However, a player’s vision —
their eyes— is probably the most critical aspect to shooting.

Often overlooked by players and coaches alike, vision plays
a substantial role in a shooter’s ability to put the ball in the
basket. While there are a variety of shots that a player can
implement during the course of a game —from a lay up to a
jump shot, a hook shot to a runner— multiple situations and
scenarios occur in which any one of those shots will need to
be executed. The ability to see and focus on the target is a
common factor among all of them and it determines whether or
not the basketball goes through the hoop.
Start with a scenario close to the
basket with the common layup.
There is a common teaching point
of elite basketball instructors that
“eyes make lay-ups.” What that
means is a player must focus their
vision where they want the ball to go
first, whether it is the backboard or
directly through the rim. The concept
seems simple enough, but the
majority of lay ups that are missed
can be traced back to the player’s
visual focal point. Vision is commonly
disrupted by two primary reasons.
The most common reason among
younger players for missed layups
comes down to identifying the true
target. The player will visually focus
on the rim while trying to use the
backboard or vice versa. You can
easily tell when this occurs as the
ball will go somewhere in the gap
between the backboard and the rim.
If the player is using the backboard,
they must focus their vision on
where they want to put the ball off
the backboard to get the desired
ricochet off the glass or vice versa
when laying the ball over the rim.

The most common cause of missed layups by advanced players again comes down to losing sight of the intended target, but this
time by shifting their vision, even for a brief moment, to the defense or another distraction. Help defenders are constantly moving
and rotating to stop and/or affect the ball from getting to the basket with their hands up, not to mention an athletic rim protector
looking to block the shot into the 4th row. Players know the defense is coming for them and must train themselves to focus on the
target, whether it is the backboard or the rim, and finish the shot.
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As you get further away from the basket and shooting jump shots off a cut
or relocation, other factors can impact a player’s ability to locate and focus
on the basket. Optometrists will tell you that it is common for people to have
partial blind spots and/or difficulty identifying objects when moving in one
direction or the other, or shooting from a set position from one side of the floor.
This significant factor can also cause players to be better shooters cutting
from left to right or vise-versa, or when shooting on one side of the floor as
opposed to the other. To correct, some players subconsciously will adjust their
footwork and/or body position, even slightly, to compensate and, as a result,
throw off their shooting sequence and mechanics. For example, a player may
unknowingly have a partial blind spot in the bottom corner of their right eye
which causes difficulty in being able to identify the rim when cutting from their
right to their left. For a right handed shooter, this can lead to corrections that
can significantly impact their shooting mechanics. As a result, the player has
a much lower shooting percentage on the right side of the floor. Since they do
not have confidence in their shot on that side of the floor, players will look to
drive to the rim more. Seems like a logical and sound solution, however they
are basically eliminating one side of the floor from which they can efficiently
score, causing them to become easier to game plan against.
As with layups, shooters must also be able to visually lock in on the basket
while contending with defensive pressure and other distractions. In the split
second on the catch, a shooter must lock in on the basket, use their vision
to align their body and aim at the basket, as well as read depth perception
to gauge the needed power. The better the shooter, the more attention they
will receive from the defense, especially to run them off the three point line.
As the player progresses against better competition, they will also need to
cut and execute quicker in order to have enough space to get the shot off.
I compare it to a hurricane: on the outside of the hurricane is the storm, the
high speed winds and the heavy rain. In the middle of the storm is the eye,
where it is calm. Players have to get through the chaos of the storm to get
their space and visually lock in on the basket to get to the calm of the eye and
execute their shot in normal rhythm.
Fortunately, a player’s on-court vision can be corrected. Vision therapy drills
are designed to correct and fine tune a player’s vision that can be used to
correct blind spots, improve a player’s ability to quickly pick up targets, and
sharpen their depth perception. Binovi Touch is an industry leader in vision
training and can sharpen any player’s shooting, improve their shooting
percentages, and separate themselves from the competition through
improvements to their key vision skills.

Peter Gaskill is a FIBA, NCAA, and USA Basketball certified basketball coach with
experience at multiple levels of competition. An athlete Alumni for Coe College’s Mens
Basketball team, Peter created Elevate Basketball Academy, an organization that
focuses on developing athletes of all ages and skill levels through specialized individual
training and team training. Peter has played interntationally, competing in Melbourne
Australia. He is a current member of the Men’s Basketball Coaching Staff at Redeemer
University, Director of Basketball at Genesis Health Clubs and previously coached at
Rockhurst University in Kansas City Missouri.
Follow Peter on Twitter @PeterGaskill
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Case Study

Basketball
Steph Curry, Golden State Warriors

S

teph Curry’s NBA story is especially compelling in the realm of sports vision
training, not only because of his consistently impressive performance, but
also because of how he arrived at the training routines that make him one
of the best NBA athletes and 3-point shooters that ever lived. Not every person
knows that Steph Curry has a degenerative condition called Keratoconus10: this
disease manifests itself as the cornea thinning out over time, later morphing into a
cone shape, deviating from the circular shape that a normal cornea should be. As a
result, Curry has an astigmatism that makes his vision blurry. It is hard to believe
that a technology exists that would allow Curry —who holds the NBA record of
hitting 402 three-pointers in a single season (2015-2016)— to overcome his
disease, but the roots of his training program date back to an unexpected source:
NBA great Michael Jordan.

Jordan provided some early insight into
this type of training, albeit perhaps
11
accidentally
: while at the peak of his
“Go watch old clips of MJ at the
athletic career, Michael Jordan found that
free throw line. Make sure it’s
every free throw shot that he attempted
was met with the blinding flash of
in-game. OK, do you see it?”
photographers taking pictures using
strobe flashes. Consequently, he decided
that he wanted to train with strobe lights, just like those that might be found
in a nightclub —in fact, some of the initial strobe lights used were like ones
in an actual nightclub! His longtime trainer, Tim Grover of Attack Athletics,
says that to understand why, you only need to watch old videos of Jordan
shooting free throws. “Go watch old clips of MJ at the free throw line,”
Grover said during a phone interview with a major magazine. “Make sure
it’s in-game. OK, do you see it?”
What he describes was the blinding light of photographers’ flashes that
takes over the screen. You can see the strobes flashing, distracting if not
almost blinding Jordan while he was trying to shoot. To say that this made
his athletic performance more difficult would be an understatement.
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n an effort to help Jordan overcome
the distractions created by all those
unavoidable camera flashes, Tim Grover
set up strobes in the gyms where Jordan
would practice. He later found “Strobe
Spex” glasses that Jordan could wear
that would take the place of the nightclub
strobes originally used. Then an unintended
result occurred from this unconventional
training regimen: Jordan noticed that “the
game seemed to slow down,” reported
ESPN in an interview. “He picked up on
visual cues he wasn’t seeing before. For
reasons he couldn’t quite explain, it was
making him better, even beyond tolerating
photographer’s flashes.” This phenomenon
is similar to what Steph Curry based his
sports vision training on.

Based on Jordan’s experience, Nike
commissioned Duke University to conduct
a research study12 on the phenomena
and associated technology. Their study
revealed that the stroboscopic glasses
boosted short-term memory and
perceptual ability. From there, players like
Steph Curry have continued to adapt it to
impact specific game conditions and other
vision skills that translate to improved
athletic performance.
Steph Curry conducted drills in which he
dribbles a basketball with one hand and
tosses a tennis ball back and forth with
his trainer with the other13 . While doing
this, he’s also wearing specialized goggles
that have lenses that provide flashes of
light. He is maximizing his visual system
by overstressing it during training, and
conditioning himself to perform at a higher
neurological level come game time.
The human body is full of sensory
receptors: more than 70 percent are in our
eyes. That’s 130 million receptors taking
information in through each eye and then
sending it directly to the brain. For Steph
Curry to become one the best 3-point
shooters in the history of the NBA, he has
learned to maximize his neurocognitive
efficiency through sports vision training.
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Meet Binovi Touch
A Purposeful, Powerful
Tool for Performance
Vision Training
With the new Binovi Touch Saccadic
Fixator, you have the best platform to
measure and train hand-eye coordination,
reaction time, peripheral awareness, visual
memory and so much more for Athletes,
Students, and Rehab Patients.
Improve Performance

Use Binovi Touch to improve hand-eye coordination and reaction
time in athletes. Binovi Touch is already in use improving the
performance of players in Major League Baseball, the National
Football League, National Hockey League, and Mixed Martial Arts.

Training & Development

Use Binovi Touch to train and develop young and old alike with
activities to help develop, improve, and maintain visual-spatial
awareness and visual memory. Measure, evaluate, and build
strong connections between the eyes, brain, and body.

Rehabilitation

Use Binovi Touch to help patients recover from traumatic brain
injuries (tbis) caused by sports injuries, car accidents, or combatrelated injuries, and re-establish neural connections to help
patients in their recovery.

Get Started Now

Binovi Touch is powered by the Binovi Touch App available for
Apple iPad (iOS 11.0+).

Expanded capabilities
Binovi Balance, a connected balance board designed to be paired with Binovi Touch
to collect data on a user’s position, balance, and body movement during activities and
exercises. Increase the difficulty, improve the brain-body connection, and get a more wellrounded view of how an athlete’s actions and reactions are intertwined with their vision.
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Redefining Limits
See better, react faster
Greatness goes beyond
just strength and speed.
It’s about seeing and
acting on opportunity
faster than anyone else.
Use stroboscopic training
to redefine your limits.
Designed and developed by athletes, for
athletes. The REVs are made in the USA
and engineered to perform under the
toughest of training conditions. Check out
the full product specifications below.

Introducing Vima REV Strobes from Binovi
Designed and developed by athletes, for athletes. The REVs are made in the USA and
engineered to perform under the toughest of training conditions.
• Impact-resistant lenses offer protection for your eyes.
• Proprietary lens technology provides unique taper and
curvature for unmatched optical clarity.
• 21st century LCD HD technology with superior functionality
over older LCD platforms.
• Custom tinted lenses with 100% UV protection and low glare.
• Ergonomic controls ensure speed and accuracy of use.
• Sequencing is optimized for Sport users, allowing for training
of both eyes together, each eye separately or in alternation.
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• Innovative locking hinge allows strap to be easily removed and
machine-washed
• Adjustable, comfortable retention strap ensures REV stays in
place during any athletic activity.
• Flexible, aerated nose-bridge maximizes comfort.
• Low-energy Bluetooth communication allows a coach or
instructor to adjust settings on the fly.
• Cutting-edge design includes numerous patent-pending features.
• 2-digit Vision Quotient (VQ) LCD display with 11 strobe rates
can be tailored to specific training drills.
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Contact Us
Binovi Technologies Corp.
574 Chartwell Road,
Oakville, ON, Canada
L6J 4A8

Information

info@binovi.com
1.855.416.7158

Sales

sales@binovi.com

Support

support@binovi.com
1.844.600.5932

Online

www.binovi.com


@BinoviVISN



facebook.com/BinoviVISN



@binoviVISN



linkedin.com/company/binovitechcorp

Data and insights provided by
Peter Gaskill, Binovi Sports Advisor, FIBA Certified Coach, NCAA Certified Coach,
USA Basketball Certified Coach
American Optometric Association – aoa.org
International Sports Vision Association – sportsvision.pro
Neuro-Optometric Rehabilitation Association – noravisionrehab.org
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